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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

 The Story of Our Journey for clarinet, fixed media electronics, and projected video is 

a 50-minute musical work commissioned by the City of Phoenix Office of Arts and Culture 

for their IN FLUX program. Audio and video interview footage provided by refugee 

advocacy organization Their Story is Our Story allows the refugees themselves to share 

details of their journeys from Africa to Italy, from Afghanistan to Central Europe through 

Greece, and from Honduras to the United States. In partnership with the commissioner, 

clarinetist Csaba Jevtic-Somlai and I are arranging diverse performances to reach maximally 

diverse audience representative of Phoenix, Arizona’s demographics. 

 The writing process involved composition strategies that I had never before explored. 

The music flows from interview fragments dissected from the documentary footage. 

Commonalities among stories form the basis for seven movements, titled: “So…,” “An 

Opportunity,” “I Counted Them Myself,” “The Water We Drink,” “Go, Go, Go!,” “Deep in 
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My Heart,” and “Still Looking.” Themes include deceit, the consequences of warfare, gang 

violence, malnourishment during extensive travels, border crossings and immigration control, 

and integration into a new community. However, the resultant textual counterpoint among 

the interviewees is only one layer of semantic and musical interaction. The clarinet, 

synthesizers, and electronic processing 1) mimic the interviewees’ speech patterns, 2) 

highlight the noise profiles and other background elements in the interview audio files, and 

3) recontextualize the implications of the speech. The clarinet part prolongs the speech 

patterns into flowing melodies that showcase the instrument’s registral and dramatic range. 

 A video component adds another layer of thematic associations to the work. Everyday 

objects in motion receive new meaning against the backdrop of intense stories. Still images 

and interview footage from Their Story Is Our Story explore the foreign, the familiar, and the 

universal.  

 Overall, The Story of Our Journey reveals the individual behind the refugee label 

through exploration of dualisms found within the refugee experience, including humanity 

versus inhumanity, the frustrated unheard voice versus the story told, and the pains of the 

past versus the hopes and insecurities regarding the future in music, voice, and video.  
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COMMISSION AND COMPOSITIONAL PROCESS 
 
 
 

 The origins and source material in The Story of Our Journey warrant an explanation 

insufficiently rendered in the music score that follows. The limited amount of time between 

commission acceptance and project deadline unfolded in the midst of the coronavirus 

pandemic, yet the 51-minute work came to fruition. The effectiveness of the composition 

came through collaboration and the exploration of a new writing process.  

Collaborative Work 

 The project started via sporadic conversations, spanning two years and evolving only 

gradually into a potential collaboration. Csaba Jevtic-Somlai, a friend from my alma mater 

Brigham Young University, met with me in Phoenix, Arizona, in February 2018. We 

casually considered a collaboration and intermittently discussed ideas through summer 2019. 

He wanted to perform a piece relevant to issues in contemporary society, and we realized that 

we both felt pain, through friends and family, regarding the worldwide refugee crisis. We 

boldly proposed to write and perform a concert-length composition based on interviews with 

refugees with a video component. I had never written a piece longer than 20 minutes nor 

worked with video, though I had recorded second-hand refugee stories (for my 2018 piece 

Connect/Disconnect). We sent out grant proposals in August 2019, and the project remained 

dormant.   

 In December 2019, the project blossomed. Barry Sparkman, project manager of the 

City of Phoenix Office of Arts and Culture, notified us that our proposal would be 

commissioned for their ninth IN FLUX project. He told us that the IN FLUX committee had 

never before accepted a musical act, but they were excited for several performances of the 
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piece throughout the city. Sparkman provided a map of city-owned properties throughout 

Phoenix. Csaba Jevtic-Somlai and I chose to perform at the 1) Phoenix International 

Airport’s Airport Museum; 2) Central Library’s Central Gallery; 3) Japanese Friendship 

Garden; 4) Phoenix Gallery at City Hall; 5) Symphony Hall; 6) Orpheum Theater; 7) Phoenix 

Art Museum; 8) Civic Space Park; and 9) Papago Park. We researched each venue and 

discussed possibilities and problems regarding video projection, amplification, and potential 

audiences. The contract was drafted and approved on February 11 with hopes for a July 

premiere; however, the coronavirus pandemic halted all progress on securing venues. We are 

exploring possibilities for a virtual premiere and still hope for an on-site premiere in July. 

 Meanwhile, on January 3, 2020, Jevtic-Somlai and I discussed this project with 

Melissa Dalton-Bradford, Executive Director of international refugee advocacy organization 

Their Story Is Our Story (TSOS). Elizabeta Jevtic-Somlai, who fled Yugoslavia as a refugee, 

met Dalton-Bradford at a conference at Brigham Young University and connected us. In the 

video conference, Dalton-Bradford explained the goals of her organization, expressed 

eagerness for our project, and offered their resources to us. She linked us with Twila Bird, 

Director of Publications and Film, and the two of them culled their archives for audiovisual 

stories of twenty refugees, including six to eight on the United States border. We exchanged 

emails regarding confidentiality, copyright agreements, and the refugee experience itself 

while Dalton-Bradford prepared and sent an external hard drive filled with interview footage.  

Preparatory Work 

 On January 15, I received the hard drive and plunged into hours of interviews. The 

folders “Africa,” Bangladesh,” “Europe and Middle East,” and “USA” opened to refugee 

stories from Afghanistan, Iran, Syria, Iraq, West Africa, Nigeria, Honduras, Congo, and 
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Myanmar. The hard drive contained 2,257 files totaled 184 gigabytes of video and audio 

interviews, transcripts for foreign languages, B-roll images and video, sketched portraits, and 

other media and an email arrived on January 16 with another 125 files and 245 megabytes of 

additional material. Only the weight of the stories themselves exceeded the overwhelming 

task of perusing the files. Thankfully, TSOS and the Jevtic-Somlai family provided an 

outline of the refugee journey to help me organize the piece. Elizabeta Jevtic-Somlai relayed 

the stages of her own journey in detail, and I used her story as a model. An Excel document 

soon contained notes categorized into eighteen potential topics for seventeen refugees and a 

second tab that matched these topics with ideas for the audio and video. 

 One week later, I began another preliminary task: learning Ableton Live. Despite 

experience with object-oriented programming language Max/MSP, I had little training in 

digital audio workstations beyond an introductory class in 2014. The software proved to be 

intuitive, however, and I connected theoretical audio processing knowledge to the built-in 

tools. Timbral experiments with audio files (extracted from the video through VLC Media 

Player) resulted in a basic sound palette that survived to the final draft. Of equal importance, 

I began to splice the interviews, some spanning 45 minutes, into short phrases and sentences. 

Rhenald and Felix from Nigeria became the first candidates along with the Ali and the couple 

Zarrin and Belton from Afghanistan (referred to by aliases in this document), starting on 

February 3. 

 Even with the materials and a growing understanding of Ableton Live, I only had a 

general idea of the musical goal. Dr. Paul Rudy suggested brainstorming techniques that, for 

the first time, unified the exhausting amount of information. Inspired by the mission 

statement of TSOS, the artistic goal became “to reveal the individuals behind the ‘refugee’ 
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label.”1 This framework informed decisions on electronic processing, the role of the clarinet 

in the music, the use and timbre of synthesizers, the presentation and dialogue between 

voices, the distinction between noise and pitched material, the role of the video, and most 

other decisions in the piece. An overarching opposition formed between the human and the 

inhumane and extended to familiar versus foreign, comfort versus suspicion, and universal 

expression versus esoteric experience. With a strong concept, a grasp of the relevant audio 

software, and a system with which to organize interviews and samples, inspiration abounded. 

The Development of Musical Materials: Fixed Media 

 On February 8, the composing began. I analyzed and developed musical ideas from 

the musical, semantic, and acoustical properties of the samples, supported the samples with 

synthesized sounds, placed the clarinet in counterpoint with the fixed media, and collaborated 

with TSOS on a video accompaniment.  

 The interview samples evolved into a game of loose semantic associations. Interviews 

with Elizabeth and the couple Eduardo and Adrianna from Honduras and several songs from 

Rohingya children, including “We Shall Overcome,” joined the five original spliced 

interviews, and the other eleven original interviewees were dropped. The fragmented nature 

of the samples immediately changed the role of the individual interviewees into contributing 

members to a more universal story. Despite the divergent accounts, commonalities between 

interviewees’ words sustain and support each other in a narrative stasis until a new theme 

emerges. Much like arias and recitatives in opera, the music dwells on the meaning of 

 
1 “About Their Story Is Our Story,” Their Story Is Our Story, accessed April 3, 2020, 
https://tsosrefugees.org/about. 
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fragmented phrases about shared experiences, and it progresses the action in tandem with 

more detailed action-based narratives. 

 Several movements feature character groups to reveal more nuanced stories and to 

develop other material. The second movement exclusively reports the exodus from Nigeria to 

Libya. Rhenald and Felix travel through the Sahara Desert in the bed of a Hilux pickup truck. 

Told in Pashto, Ali describes the slaughter of over three hundred people in the third 

movement, and, in English, Zarrin narrates her voyage across the Mediterranean Sea. 

Elizabeth, Eduardo, and Adrianna begin the fourth movement by discussing gang violence 

and, after the songs of the Rohingya children, end the sixth movement mourning their 

experiences with United States immigration control. As the movements gained more 

cohesion through detail, thematic continuities developed. Every story involves either 

smugglers, often called “the mafia,” who extort the refugees, or gangs that threaten their 

lives. This more active violence and suffering contrasts psychological pains from 

impoverished living conditions and traumatic memories, and the stories rotate and spiral 

towards the dramatic culmination at the fifth and sixth movements respectively. Thus, the 

active and passive trials cyclically partition the structure. 

 The comprehensibility of these accounts, however, varies because only half of the 

voices speak in English. The Pashto, in contrast to the English, adds vocal density without 

complicating the semantic narrative. When isolated, the flow of the foreign language grants 

musical interest. For extended passages, the video component bridges the foreign and 

familiar with flickering subtitles based on TSOS’s English transcript of the Pashto interview.  

 The Spanish serves an intermediary role in the writing process. As a non-native 

Spanish speaker, the musical flow of the language and the semantic meaning of the words 
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shift in importance for me according to the context. Several prominent sections feature the 

two Honduran stories in Spanish. Again, intermittent subtitles translate some of the Spanish 

into English. 

 Audio processing of the interview content furthers the dualism between familiar and 

foreign by rendering the interviewee’s words incomprehensible. The unprocessed voice 

during most of the narrative symbolizes direct communication and invites a personal 

connection with the listener. Each processed voice suggests a voice unheard. Granulation and 

amplitude modulation morph interview samples into incoherent babbling. Vocoders pull the 

interviewees underwater during the fifth movement. However, extensive pitch shifting to any 

intelligible words is avoided to honor the people whose voices were used. 

 Embedded in each clip is an ambient noise profile that presented challenges and 

opportunities. The drastic differences of recording quality among the recordings made it 

difficult to seamlessly move between characters. To hide these jarring density shifts, I glued 

the dialogue together with the “silences” or raw, low-fidelity ambient noise during the 

interviews. These clips of pure background noise soon functioned independently as a sort of 

referential harmony, and when filtered with Ableton’s Resonator effect, the clips do 

ironically emerge with chordal implications. Overall, loosely related narrative details meld 

into the same story through static electronic textures or drone sequences.  

 Mechanical sounds interrupt interviewees and background noise. Truck horns, 

cautionary vehicle beeping, ambulance sirens, pagers, lawn mowers, and cell phones provide 

a selection of gestural sounds unavailable elsewhere, and audio effects take these incidental 

samples to dramatic, motivic extremes. The truck horn becomes a crucial connecting thread 

through the entire piece. The strong, onset-heavy envelope immediately demands attention. 
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Pitch shifting results in lethargic yet forceful articulations, and the reversed clip creates an 

exponential crescendo. Filtered through a vocoder and other audio effects, the truck horn 

transforms into the crashing ocean waves that dominate the fifth movement. The lawn 

mower, featured in the second movement, intensifies into a roaring Hilux motor. The beeping 

sound transitions into the naïve sixth movement from the panicked fifth movement. The three 

pulsating pitches match the Rohingya child’s first phrase of “We Shall Overcome.” The 

abundance of possibilities within the ambience of the interviews made additional field 

recordings unnecessary. 

 While processed samples distort the nature of real people in real environments, the 

synthesizers never inhabit a real-world space and thus act in several supportive roles. Synth 

pads complement psychological ordeals, and granular passages dramatically expand and 

sizzle during action-oriented scenes. As a middle ground, and to add textural interest, 

vocoders translate synth pads into the rhythms of the interviewee’s speech. Acting in a 

mimetic role, the gritty granular synth parts imitate a car engine, and robotic synthesizers 

mimic the human voice to represent inhumane smugglers and gangs. The abstract sonic space 

of the synthesizers therefore contributes to the narrative in yet another layer of symbolism. 

The Clarinet’s Role 

 The clarinet’s relationship to the fixed media remained an enigma to me until several 

improvisations well into the compositional process. The clarinetist then assumed the role of 

narrator. The flexibility of controlled improvisation establishes a human connection with live 

audiences difficult even with interview footage. The clarinetist provides an emotional 

commentary to the layers of meaning within the fixed media. 
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 To relate to the fixed media, the clarinet needed an expansive timbral palette. 

Multiphonics and singing into the instrument commiserate with the background noises and 

the truck horn motif. The pitched content within both of these noisy sounds is often voiced to 

become part of a motive or the structural line. Tremolos, trills, and timbre trills tread between 

noise and pitch to accompany the dialogue in the fixed media. The clarinetist does, however, 

enter the foreground with pitch bends during timbre trills. These sounds empathetically 

bridge a primarily melodic instrument to unpitched material. 

 When the clarinet plays traditionally, its deliberate fixed pitch and color demands a 

primary role in the music. To contrast with the placid synthesizer impersonations of the 

human voice, the clarinetist performs flowing legato melodies abstracted from the pitch and 

rhythmic content of the Pashto speaker. In other words, while the synthesizers dehumanize 

the English to represent the corrupt smugglers and gangs, the clarinetist familiarizes and 

decodes the emotional content from a foreign language. The pitched material also 

foreshadows “We Shall Overcome” during a six-minute ascent in the fourth movement and 

with the Rohingya children in the sixth movement to celebrate the sung anthem. 

 It was necessary that the notation reflect the improvisatory style of the clarinetist 

while coordinating with the fixed media. To make that alignment, waveforms divided in 

seconds match the timing of the clarinet line. In parts where exact rhythms do not matter, 

stemless noteheads approximate entrances in relation to the waveform below. The measured 

music required proportional spacing between the clarinetist’s tempo and the waveform’s 

clock time in the notation. To find the correct tempo, a patch from Max/MSP blinks in 

preparation for performer entrances. The score includes words and other sounds represented 

by the waveform to help the clarinetist keep in time with the fixed media. 
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Visual Counterpoint 

 The projected video component supplements the aural experience. The unprocessed 

interview footage risks a confidentiality breach for some characters; nevertheless, this 

restriction ultimately tempers the tendency for the visuals to dominate the sound. Instead, 

slow-motion filmography and static shots invite metaphors between everyday objects and the 

harsh realities of the refugee journey. Interview segments mask human figures to comment 

on their perception as a foreigner. The Rohingya children documentation remained the least 

processed because of the climactic role their songs play in establishing a human connection.  

 Also essential are the subtitles. Rather than accurately translate foreign languages into 

English, the subtitles flicker among several languages of the different scripts to imply the 

dichotomy between the universalities in the human experience and the limited ability humans 

have to understand and empathize with others. The words are also translated poorly at times 

to suggest cultural disconnects. A detailed description of the video follows the score. 

Final Remarks 

 Despite the condensed timeframe to complete The Story of Our Journey, the 

collaborative components of the commission and the multidimensional counterpoint among 

interviewees, background noise and machinery, synthesizers, clarinet, and video resulted in a 

rigorous and fulfilling project. The writing process centered around the interview clips’ 

voices and ambience, from which the synthesizer and clarinet parts were abstracted to 

symbolize varying levels of familiarity or suspicion. As the circumstances of the premiere 

and future performances evolve in the midst of the Covid crisis, adjustments may further 

alter the reception of the piece. A virtual premiere catered to stay-at-home orders may result 
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in yet another layer of meaning as it socially distances the live performance from the 

audience. In this way, perhaps, their story is our story. 
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Commissioned by the City of Phoenix, through the 
Phoenix Office of Arts and Culture’s Public Art Program 

Dylan Findley 

The Story of Our Journey 
for Clarinet (A and B!), Electronics, and Video 

 
I. So…        p. 1  c. 8’51” 

II. An Opportunity      p.  19  c. 5’33”  

III. I Counted Them Myself     p.  30  c. 6’56” 

IV. The Water We Drink     p. 38  c. 6’58” 

V. Go, Go, Go!       p. 48  c. 6’05” 

VI. Deep In My Heart     p. 59  c. 7’36” 

VII. Still Looking      p. 76  c. 9’16”  

Duration: 51 minutes 
 

Program Notes 
 
 The Story of Our Journey gives voice to refugee individuals and families from Afghanistan, 
Nigeria, and Honduras who fled from life-threatening situations. They tell of their travels across deserts, 
mountains, forests, and political borders to find safety in central Europe through Greece, Italy, and the 
United States. Rather than offer commentary or solutions to the refugee crisis, the music allows the 
refugees to speak directly and personally to each listener.  
 
The following are the stories told in this work by the refugees themselves: 
 

Ali witnessed the destruction of his village in Afghanistan. He counted a death toll of 385 women, 
men, and children and, following the counsel of his mother, ran before he could be drafted into Taliban 
forces. Ali traveled on a prosthetic leg through two mountain ranges, helping two women and five 
children survive the journey. They arrived at the Turkey border and crossed the waters to live at a 
battered Greek refugee camp. After some time, Ali continued his journey to mainland Europe beneath a 
trailer truck and eventually arrived in France, where he slept under a bridge for several months before 
volunteers gave him a home. He learned French and English, and he helps fellow refugees in their 
circumstances.  
 

Zarrin and Belton lived in Afghanistan until the Taliban pronounced death threats on their 
family. Zarrin’s education and profession as an English teacher made her a target. They travelled to 
Greece across the Mediterranean Sea in what was a traumatic boat experience for the family. Because 
they lost their identification and money during the oceanic trip, the family could not initially progress to 
Central Europe as planned. However, they decided to chance the voyage on foot through Croatia and 
Serbia to Germany.   
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Rhenald worked in several countries in West Africa before receiving a job offer in Libya. He took 

a dangerous journey across the Sahara Desert in the back of a Toyota HiLux pickup truck with about 40 
other people. He quickly learned that the recruiter deceived him. Young gangs controlled the area, and 
his new workplace was ransacked with violence, including murder. Rhenald chanced his escape from the 
country in a rubber boat with about 220 other people, knowing that 90% of escapees drown. He was 
rescued by the Italian coast guard while on the sea and, at the time of his interviews, lived in a refugee 
camp. 
 

Felix aspired to become a computer engineer until a family tragedy led him to leave his West 
African home. During his journey to Libya, he witnessed many deaths and dealt with unsuitable living 
conditions including rotten pink water and gun-enforced quarantine. He also rode in a Toyota HiLux 
across the desert. Felix was held ransom in Libya until his family bought his freedom, and, like Rhenald, 
escaped by boat to Italy. 
 

Eduardo and Adrianna fled from gangs in Honduras. Eduardo had refused to use his fruit-selling 
business as a drug dealing front, and the gangs pursued him throughout Mexico. The family suffered from 
inadequate living conditions at the United States border before they received provisional sanctuary. Not 
yet allowed to work, he struggles to provide for his family. 
 

Elizabeth’s daughter was pulled from her high school classroom by gangs. Elizabeth confronted 
the gang and saved her daughter, but they realized that they were in grave danger. The gang followed 
Elizabeth and her daughter as they fled across Mexico. They mother and daughter received terrible 
treatment throughout the journey and only received five meals in 22 days. At the United States border, 
officials attempted to separate Elizabeth and her daughter, but she refused. They drank one shared glass of 
water each day and slept on a cold floor for six days before they were granted asylum. 
 

The Rohingya children were orphaned in the ongoing genocide of their people in Myanmar. 
Women, men, and children have been raped and murdered, leaving broken families and lone children 
crossing the ocean to Bangladesh. The living conditions in Bangladesh’s asylum, Cox’s Bazaar, are meager 
and difficult, but they provide safety. 
 

This project is the result of a warm-hearted partnership with refugee advocacy organization Their 
Story Is Our Story to give refugees a voice through art. I sifted through many video and audio interviews 
before selecting the six main stories represented in this work, and every person had a stirring story to tell. 
This piece is dedicated to each of them and to every refugee.  

 
This work is also dedicated to Csaba Jevtic-Somlai and his wife Elizabeta. Csaba premiered the 

piece as part of Cycle 9 of the Phoenix Office of Arts and Culture IN FLUX project. We were 
commissioned jointly to bring this piece to life.   
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Performance Notes: 
 

The Story of Our Journey is often unmetered yet requires alignment with the fixed media. An 
unconventional notation, in coordination with a Max patch, liberates the performer from unreasonable 
rigidity in this improvisatory piece. 

 
The Score 

 
 The score features a staff for the clarinet and a fixed media 
waveform. Beneath the waveform are seconds and between the staves are 
text and sonic cues from the electronics. Text begins but does not 
necessarily end in alignment with the waveform. The clarinet notes 
roughly line up with the waveform below, even during marked tempos, 
and dotted lines between staves clarify this relationship of alignment 
between the fixed media and clarinet. Notational symbols are represented 
on the following pages. 
 
 Not all text is in English. The Spanish text is an accurate transcription; however, the Pashto 
reconstructs recurring syllables. A knowledge of Spanish is not required to perform the piece, and 
repeated listening will situate the foreign cues within the context of the music. 
 
See the following pages for notational symbols and an explanation of the Max patch.  
 

Notational Symbols 
 

 
Stems signify a generally consistent lineup with tempo markings. Tempos other 
than 60 beats per minute are proportioned to align with the seconds in the 
waveform and dotted lines clarify this relationship. When the tempo is marked 
at 60 beats per measure, the beats and seconds should generally align. More 
important than alignment is that the performance does not sound metronomic. 
 
 
 
Stemless notes encourage gesture over rhythmic consistency. The notes 
still roughly align with the waveform below but need only coordinate 
when indicated by a dotted line. Open noteheads should be longer than 
closed noteheads. 
 
 
 Closed noteheads, especially when marked with a staccato, should be short 
unless under a slur. 
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Sixteenth notes with a diagonal line through the beam are to be played as fast as 
reasonably possible. 
 
 
Circles following decrescendos indicate a fade into silence (niente). 

 
 
 
An absence of time signature is notated with an X. 
 
 
 
Glissandi move from one specific note to another and are notated with a wavy 
line. Slower glissandi should be chromatic. 
 
 
 
Glissandi without specific notes over an extended period of time are notated 
with a straight line. 
 
 
 
 
Straight lines indicate pitch bends. Often paired with upward pitch bends in 
this piece are timbre trills (TT). The keys to trill are indicated by fingerings.  
 
 
 
 
A pitch bend downward is indicated by a downward curve after a note. 
 
 

 
 
Microtones are notated with fingerings beneath, unless part of a multiphonic.  
 
 
Multiphonics indicate the fundamental as normal notehead, an open diamond 
notehead as the highest partial, and closed diamond noteheads as other 
pitches within the sound. Performers often have the most success aiming for 
the highest partial. If no fingering is in the score, then the multiphonic is 
fingered the same as the fundamental pitch. If a dotted line connects the 
fundamental to the multiphonic, the multiphonic should be activated 
gradually. 
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Sung notes, while also playing, are indicated by an upside-down triangle 
notehead. The pitch relationship matters (sung pitches are written in the 
transposition of the instrument); however, other notes that equally distort the 
clarinet sound may substitute the written pitches. Falsetto singing is appropriate. 
 
 
 
At one point in the piece, the performer blows through the reed. This is done by 
loudly sustaining the “hee” syllable in a whisper with an open embouchure (the 
mouth should open but the teeth need not leave the top of the mouthpiece). 
 

 
 

Performing with Fixed Media and Video (Max and alternatives) 
 
The performer needs to see the running time of the electronics 

during each movement and sometimes needs to play at a specific tempo. 
To facilitate these challenges, a Max patch was developed. The audio and 
video feed play through the patch and start a timer. Three beats prior to 
each entrance, a colored, silent metronome is triggered and continues 
until the end of the excerpt. The prep beats blink in the yellow box, and 
the entrance and subsequent beats are in the blue box. 

 
 
 The performer begins each movement with a foot pedal. 

To avoid accidents, the foot pedal will not trigger the following 
movement until the previous movement finishes. Three pedal 
clicks in quick succession pause the movement. A big number 
indicates the movement, and movements can be set for rehearsal, 
including between attacca movements. 

 
The composer discourages routing the live clarinet through Max because of latency; however, the 

clarinet may be amplified directly. 
 
All movements begin with the electronics, except movement 3, as indicated by the 

numbers enclosed in a circle. Movements 4-6 are attacca and thus are one file. 
 
Performers need not use the Max patch if they feel comfortable entering the tempo-driven passages 
without a metronome. Still essential is the timer, so alternative methods should give the performer the live 
time of the video and audio without revealing it to the audience. Movements should still be triggered by a 
pedal or by another person, regardless of execution, to avoid disruptions. 
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DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED VIDEO COMPONENT 

   

 A video component, stored electronically with the fixed media, runs throughout the 

entirety of The Story of Our Journey. As this portion of the piece is owned by Their Story is 

Our Story, I acted as a member of the committee working on the video and proposed the 

following plan to the videographer to initiate the collaboration. The proposed visual element 

supplements rather than supplants the music through slow-motion filmography, static or 

slow-paced footage, still images, or abstract designs. Little of the overall video includes 

unprocessed interview footage, in an effort to protect the confidentiality of the interviewees. 

A description of the video, divided by movements, follows. 

I. So… 

 This movement introduces the voices of the characters and acts as a long fade in for 

the video component. The video begins with credits over a black screen. The City of Phoenix 

Office of Arts and Culture, Their Story Is Our Story, Csaba Jevtic-Somlai, and I are 

mentioned before the piece title appears. Subtitles are in Spanish but flicker off like a 

mistake. Intensely blurred reds and browns from an interview video fade in during the first 

extended audio clip of Rhenald (0:57) and slowly fade into black as the story finishes (1:44). 

This color scheme refers to the desert scene in the second movement. With the sound of the 

horn (2:13), blurred blues and greens enter and stay throughout the first extended clip from 

Zarrin. The colors intensify with the audio processing until a glass-breaking sound (2:42). 

The first visible object, a draped green and black shemagh (Afghani scarf), unblurs. As a 

voice in Farsi becomes processed, a video of barren country shot from a moving vehicle 

slowly crossfades in (3:30). As voices compound upon one another, the colors in the video 
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become more erratic. The image again loses recognizability, except the soft blurs are 

replaced by extreme contrast. As the voices fade out after the series of truck horn sounds 

(4:30), the screen becomes black again. The static-filled entrance of Eduardo’s voice starts a 

slow fade-in of somewhat blurred video footage of a family (5:45-6:30). The movement ends 

with faded images from refugee camps. 

II. An Opportunity 

 The video in this movement accentuates tension in various objects. The reds and 

browns from the first movement begin this movement but with more intensity. A metal bar 

scrapes slowly across a second, rusty bar to complement the synthesizer (0:20). Different 

shots of a bow and arrow are juxtaposed temporally against the metal and rotate. As the 

music becomes more tense, the tension in the bow increases. When the music temporarily 

softens (2:04), a plate spins precariously. As the music accumulates into a second burst of 

energy, sparks from metallic friction transition into a stick vigorously dragged in sand (2:30). 

The long deceleration in the music is matched by manipulations in the stick dragging that 

return to the bow reaching full tension. After Felix says “A lot of struggling, desert,” (3:37), 

the video focuses in on the grains of the sand in the stick video. Using slow-motion footage, 

the bow releases in the video as the hand supporting it lets go (4:50). The movement ends 

with a still of the stick, broken and dormant, on the stand. 

III. I Counted Them Myself 

 This movement acts as a requiem to 385 people killed in the Ali’s home village. The 

video begins with a faded view of Ali telling his story. Glitchy subtitles flicker between 

many different languages in different scripts. As sirens begin the music, video of birds flying 

overlay the video (1:29). When Zarrin speaks, flickering candles enter the fore as Ali 
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disappears (1:55). Images from Ali’s journey, including a group of bodies lying in a 

mountain and five people packed into the trunk of a car, fade in and out (3:40). The 

movement ends with the faded Ali (4:20) and then a black screen as his voice becomes 

processed (4:38).  

IV. The Water We Drink 

 This two-part movement features stories of gang violence against Eduardo and 

Elizabeth and a long build-up based on the travels of the refugees. The red and brown 

imagery from the second movement returns with variations to represent gang violence. 

Empty room shots begin in reference to Elizabeth’s daughter taken from her school by gang 

members (0:16). Fruit smashed in slow motion represent Eduardo’s encounter with gangs 

(0:45). The camera focuses on the grime and dirt in the room, but it loses focus upon when 

Elizabeth begins to cry (1:51). Over the rest of this movement, a lavished table with meager 

food receives attention. The video cuts to close-ups of different food items, including rotting 

water and old, hard bread. Eventually the screen blackens to place more attention on the 

clarinet (3:56). 

V. Go, Go, Go! 

 This movement releases the energy from the previous movements with a focus on 

urgency through water. Rushing waters in glitched images begin the scene and continue until 

the music sounds submerged. To provide contrast before this point, some shots are quick 

camera moves towards the sky. At the point of submersion, a quarter drops into water in slow 

motion (1:58). Obscure underwater footage ensues throughout the underwater passage. With 

the resurfacing (4:40), the quick camera motion returns with an explosion of distorted color. 
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The camera view continues to change scenery until the scene fades into white to end the 

movement. 

 

VI. Deep In My Heart 

 This movement highlights the Rohingya children and then transitions into stories 

from United States border control. With a bright tint, various videos of the children come to 

the fore, including those of the children as they sing their songs (0:54). This moment is the 

first for the music and video to sync with clarity. The mood changes with the synth bass 

notes, and the video slowly shifts the emphasis from the children’s laughter to their 

impoverished conditions (2:45). Eduardo, Adrianna, and Elizabeth speak about their 

experiences with ICE (3:29), which is represented by a melting ice cube in the background. 

This entire movement is tinged with white to emphasize both light and coldness. 

VII. Still Looking 

 The final movement emphasizes the unprocessed voices of the refugees. Interview 

footage, for those who permitted it, is revealed. Video footage from Rome, Greece, Paris, and 

Germany highlight the refugees’ European travels. Trains and other vehicle footage represent 

the interviewees’ travels during moments of noise (0:45, 2:22, 6:23). To represent the masses 

of refugees heard in the background, some shots show flowers being collected and held. The 

masses fade out (7:25), and the camera view faces upwards at a wall and ceiling as if left 

abandoned until the piece ends. 
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